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[1] The impact of ozone lines on Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) radiances was investigated
using a line-by-line radiative transfer model. The impact
is found to be the largest for channel 18 (183.31 ±
1.00 GHz), with a maximum up to about 0.5 K. The
channels 17 (150 GHz) and 20 (183.31 ± 7.00 GHz)
are also marginally affected by the ozone lines. The
magnitude of the impact shows an interesting dependence
on the channel 18 brightness temperature which implies
that the effect is not just an offset to the brightness
temperature. INDEX TERMS: 1655 Global Change: Water

cycles (1836); 3394 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics:

Instruments and techniques; 3360 Meteorology and Atmospheric

Dynamics: Remote sensing. Citation: John, V. O., and S. A.

Buehler (2004), The impact of ozone lines on AMSU-B

radiances, Geophys. Res. Lett., 31, L21108, doi:10.1029/

2004GL021214.

1. Introduction

[2] Water vapor is one of the most important greenhouse
gases affecting Earth’s radiation budget. A sound under-
standing of its distribution and variability in space and time
is necessary to monitor and interpret climate change. It is
important also in numerical weather prediction (NWP).
Still, it is one of the most difficult quantities to measure
accurately.
[3] Recently, microwave sounders such as the AMSU-B,

aboard polar-orbiting satellites, started measuring water
vapor globally and continuously. Microwave data are less
affected by clouds than infrared data and have already
yielded large benefits in operational NWP [English et al.,
2000]. AMSU-B data can also be used to evaluate upper
tropospheric humidity (UTH) [Buehler and John, 2004]
which is important for climate studies. Therefore, a long,
continuous, global data set of UTH from AMSU-B like
instruments will be an asset to the climate community. The
use of satellite data for NWP or climate is based directly or
indirectly on radiative transfer models. Therefore, accurate
and fast radiative transfer models are a prerequisite for
proper utilization of satellite data. Generally, water vapor,
oxygen, and nitrogen are considered to be spectroscopically
active atmospheric gases in the AMSU-B frequency range
for radiative transfer (RT) calculations [Garand et al.,
2001]. But, there are a large number of weak ozone lines
in this frequency range as shown in Figure 1. These lines are
not yet considered in the RT models for AMSU-B, for
example, RTTOV [Saunders et al., 1999] which is a fast
RT model used by most of the meteorological agencies to
assimilate AMSU-B radiances in their NWP models

(R. Saunders, personal communication, 2004). Radiative
transfer calculations excluding these lines can introduce
systematic biases and random errors in the simulated
brightness temperature of AMSU-B channels. The aim of
this study is to evaluate the impact of these ozone lines on
AMSU-B brightness temperature. An accurate line-by-line
RT model was used for this purpose. The article is
organized as follows: section 2 presents the data and
methodology, section 3 discusses the results, and section 4
presents summary and conclusions.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. AMSU-B

[4] AMSU-B is a cross-track scanning microwave sensor
with channels at 89.0, 150.0, 183.31 ± 1.00, 183.31 ± 3.00,
and 183.31 ± 7.00 GHz [Saunders et al., 1995]. These
channels are referred to as Channel 16 to 20 of the overall
AMSU instrument. The instrument has a swath width of
approximately 2300 km, which is sampled at 90 scan
positions. The satellite viewing angle for the innermost scan
positions is ±0.55� from nadir, for the outermost scan
positions it is ±48.95� from nadir. This corresponds to
incidence angles of ±0.62� and ±58.5� at the surface,
respectively. The footprint size is 20 � 16 km2 for the
innermost scan positions, but increases to 64 � 27 km2 for
the outermost positions.

2.2. Atmospheric Data Sets

[5] The FASCOD [Anderson et al., 1986] profiles consist
of pressure, temperature and volume mixing ratio profiles of
atmospheric trace gases for five climate zones: tropical
(TRO), midlatitude summer (MLS), midlatitude winter
(MLW), subarctic summer (SAS), and subarctic winter
(SAW). These climatological profiles are used to study
the impact for different atmospheric scenarios. The name
FASCOD here denotes just the atmospheric data set, we
have not used the RT model FASCODE in any part of this
study.
[6] The 60-level sampled ECMWF data set [Chevallier,

2001] consists of 13495 atmospheric profiles of tempera-
ture, water vapor, and ozone. The profiles are sampled
in such a way that the atmospheric variability is covered
as much as possible. The profiles reach up to 0.1 hPa. The
high variability and large sample size of this data set allow
us to make a statistics of the ozone impact on AMSU-B
channels.
[7] Two years (2001–2002) of quality controlled radio-

sonde [Leiterer et al., 1997] and ozone-sonde data from
station Lindenberg (52�220N, 14�120E,) were also used
in this study. For this data set co-located AMSU measure-
ments were identified using the procedure described in
detail by Buehler et al. [2004], henceforth referred to as
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BKJ. Radiosondes are launched 4 times a day, but ozone-
sondes are launched only once per week. Humidity values
are reported only up to 100 hPa, but temperature and
ozone values are reported up to the maximum height
reached by the sondes, which is normally about 30 km
(�10 hPa).
[8] Monthly mean climatology data of ozone (TOMS V8

climatology; G. Labow, personal communication, 2004)
were also used to fill up the altitudes where ozonesondes
normally do not reach. The climatology is for each
10� latitude bin and based on recent ozonesonde and
satellite data. The data set also contains a temperature
climatology and the profiles reach up to 60 km (�0.2 hPa).

2.3. Radiative Transfer

[9] The Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator
(ARTS), described in detail by Buehler et al. [2005], was
used to simulate AMSU radiances for given atmospheric
states. ARTS-1-0, the stable version of the model, which
was used for the study, simulates only clear-sky radiances.
Gaseous absorption due to H2O, O2, N2, and O3 was
considered in the calculations. Full (line + continuum)
absorption models were used for H2O, O2, and N2 as
described in BKJ. In the case of O3, absorption coefficients
were calculated using the HITRAN-2000 spectroscopic data
base [Rothman et al., 2003]. The lineshape was a hybrid,
which behaves as a Van Vleck-Weisskopf lineshape in the
high pressure limit and as a Voigt lineshape in the low
pressure limit, as described by Buehler et al. [2005]. In
order to make accurate RT calculations, 110 monochromatic
frequencies were used in each passband of each AMSU
channel and the radiances were convoluted with a rectan-
gular passband response.
[10] The brightness temperature difference, DTB, is

defined as the difference between brightness temperatures
calculated with and without ozone. A negative DTB means
brightness temperature is reduced when ozone is included in

the RT calculation. Results are presented for nadir viewing
geometry, unless the viewing geometry is explicitly stated.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Impact of Ozone

[11] Figure 1 displays atmospheric zenith opacity for the
FASCOD MLS scenario for H2O, O2, N2, and O3. Passband
positions of AMSU-B channels are also shown. There is a
relatively strong O3 line at the upper passband of channel
18. This line locally contributes to the opacity more than O2

or N2. There are two other relevant O3 lines, one at the
lower passband of channel 17 and the other at the lower
passband of channel 20, which make these channels sensi-
tive to O3. There are no O3 lines at the passband positions of
channels 16 and 19.
[12] AMSU-B channel Jacobians, i.e., the changes in

brightness temperature with respect to changes in ozone
concentration, show qualitatively whether these ozone lines
have any influence on the channel brightness temperature
and if so, which altitude is sensitive. The Jacobians are
displayed in Figure 2. It can be seen from the left panel,
which displays O3 Jacobians for the MLS scenario, that
channel 18 is the most affected and channel 16 is the least
affected by O3. Channels 17 and 20 are also affected to a
certain extent. The right panel shows channel 18 O3

Jacobians for different scenarios. The two winter scenarios
show the maximum sensitivity and the summer scenarios
the least. The values of the Jacobians are negative which
indicates a decrease in brightness temperature due to O3.
[13] The DTB values for all FASCOD climatological

scenarios are given in Table 1 and are negative for all
channels and scenarios, largest for channel 18 and smallest
for channel 16. DTB is less than or equal to a milliKelvin for
all scenarios for channel 16, varies from�0.026 to�0.053 K

Figure 1. Atmospheric zenith opacity for the FASCOD
midlatitude summer scenario for H2O (dashed), O2 (dotted),
N2 (dash dotted), and O3 (solid). The long dashed line
represents the total opacity. Shaded regions represent the
passband positions of AMSU-B channels. The channel
numbers are also printed near the passbands.

Figure 2. O3 Jacobians of AMSU-B channels. The
Jacobians are in fractional units, so that the values
correspond to the change in brightness temperature for a
doubling of the volume mixing ratio at one vertical grid
point [Buehler et al., 2005; Buehler and John, 2004]. The
left panel shows Jacobians of all channels for the MLS
scenario and the right panel shows Jacobians of channel 18
for all scenarios.
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for channel 17, varies from �0.14 to �0.32 K for channel
18, varies from �0.009 to �0.016 K for channel 19 and
varies from �0.027 to 0.037 K for channel 20. Though the
ozone line at the lower passband of channel 17 is as strong as
the line at the upper passband of channel 18, the effect is less
for channel 17 due to the larger bandwidth. The DTB values
were calculated for the most off-nadir AMSU-B viewing
angle also and the values are higher than those of the nadir
calculations, for example, DTB for channel 18 is �0.479 K
for the MLS scenario. This is due to the longer path length
that the radiation travels for off-nadir viewing angles.
[14] Total water vapor (TWV) and Total ozone (TOZ)

values of the scenarios are also given in Table 1. DTB does
not exhibit any clear dependence on either of these quan-
tities. It is not possible to make any statistics of DTB using
climatological profiles. Therefore, we used the ECMWF
data set, which is described in section 2.2, to derive the
statistics and profile dependence of DTB.
[15] Three kinds of RT calculations were done for the

ECMWF profiles: (a) including ozone, (b) excluding ozone,
and (c) excluding ozone and cutting profiles at 100 hPa. The
results of calculation (c) are discussed in section 3.2. This
calculation was performed to assess the impact of the whole
stratosphere, which is normally not included in comparisons
of satellite and radiosonde based radiances.
[16] The statistics of DTB are given in Table 2. As

expected, channel 18 shows the maximum brightness tem-
perature difference with a mean of about�0.20 ± 0.06 K due
to ozone. Channels 17 and 20 show brightness temperature
difference of 0.03 K and channels 16 and 19 show negligible
differences due to ozone. Any explicit relationship of DTB

with total ozone or total water vapor is not observed.
However, interestingly, a good correlation of �0.79 can be
observed between the channel 18 brightness temperature and
the DTB as shown in Figure 3. The solid straight line shows a
linear fit between the two quantities which has a slope of
�0.007 K/K and an offset of 1.62 K.

3.2. Impact of Stratosphere

[17] In satellite-radiosonde humidity inter-comparisons or
validation exercises, the entire stratosphere is normally

ignored due to the poor quality of radiosonde humidity data
[Soden and Lanzante, 1996; Buehler et al., 2004]. The
second row of Table 2 gives the statistics of DTB due to the
exclusion of the atmosphere above 100 hPa. The effect of
the entire stratosphere increases the brightness temperature
difference for all channels, significantly for channel 18. The
mean DTB for channel 18 is about �0.30 ± 0.06 K. A
similar linear relation between channel 18 brightness tem-
perature and DTB as seen in Figure 3 is obtained here also.
The slope and offset of the linear fit are �0.01 K/K and
2.3 K, respectively, and the correlation is �0.89.
[18] The sign of the slope is consistent with the results of

BKJ. In BKJ, a deviation from unit slope was found
between simulated brightness temperature based on radio-
sonde data and co-located AMSU-B brightness temperature
for channel 18. An overestimation of brightness temperature
was observed in the simulations for high brightness

Table 1. Difference in MilliKelvin Between Simulated Brightness

Temperatures for All FASCOD Profiles Excluding and Including

O3
a

TRO MLS MLW SAS SAW

16 �0.7 �0.9 �0.7 �0.7 �0.4
17 �53.0 �50.0 �40.7 �38.8 �25.5
18 �234.0 �196.0 �320.9 �143.1 �308.8
19 �9.0 �12.2 �16.2 �10.9 �15.0
20 �31.2 �33.8 �37.1 �28.7 �27.4
TOZ 285.64 337.71 381.42 350.64 378.19
TWV 41.99 29.82 8.65 21.18 4.22

aIn all cases, inclusion of O3 decreases brightness temperature. Total
ozone (in Dobson units) and total water vapor (in mm) are also given.

Table 2. Statistics of DTB in MilliKelvin for AMSU-B Channels

Calculated Using ECMWF Profilesa

16 17 18 19 20

0.4 ± 00.9 �34.8 ± 14.2 �203.8 ± 59.0 �7.5 ± 1.7 �26.8 ± 3.6
�20.2 ± 37.0 �60.5 ± 22.5 �297.0 ± 77.1 �38.7 ± 6.9 �52.9 ± 5.9

aThe first row represents impact of ozone and the second row represents
the impact of the entire stratosphere.

Figure 3. DTB versus AMSU-B channel 18 simulated
brightness temperature. In this case DTB is calculated as the
difference between brightness temperature with ozone and
brightness temperature without ozone.

Figure 4. Measured versus simulated brightness tempera-
ture for AMSU-B channel 18. The brightness temperatures
are simulated in two ways: one as described in BKJ (�) and
the other one including ozone and the stratosphere in the RT
calculations (4). Linear fits are also shown for both cases.
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temperatures. This was attributed to the underestimation of
humidity measured by radiosondes. Here, it is examined
whether the slope can be partly explained by the exclusion
of ozone and stratosphere in the comparison.
[19] Humidity and temperature values are taken from

radiosonde data up to 100 hPa and 20 hPa, respectively.
Ozone values are taken from ozonesonde data up to 20 hPa.
The data gap above these levels is filled with monthly mean
climatology, which is described in section 2.2, for temper-
ature and ozone and with a constant value 5 ppm for water
vapor volume mixing ratio, which is taken as a representa-
tive stratospheric value. The brightness temperatures of
AMSU-B channels are calculated for corresponding instru-
ment viewing angles in two different ways: (a) as in BKJ,
ozone is not included and the profiles are cut at 100 hPa and
(b) profiles reaching up to 60 km and including ozone.
[20] The result of this exercise is shown in Figure 4. The

comparison procedure is described in detail in BKJ. There
are only 61 matches left for the 2001–2002 time period due
the small number of ozone profiles. As ozonesondes are
launched at around 12:00 UTC, only NOAA 16 measure-
ments are used in this comparison. A slope of �0.011 K/K
for a linear fit was observed similar to that shown in
Figure 3. Therefore the impact is not just an offset to the
brightness temperature, but it varies from profile to profile.
The DTB is smaller for colder brightness temperatures
or humid atmospheres and larger for warmer brightness
temperatures or drier atmospheres.
[21] The change in the slope is negligible, 0.852 K/K

when ozone and the entire stratosphere are excluded and
0.863 K/K when ozone and stratosphere are included.
Therefore only a very small part of the deviation of the
slope from unity in the comparison described in BKJ can be
explained due to the exclusion of ozone and stratosphere.
The calculations were also done using only climatological
profiles for ozone and the results are similar to the results
obtained using ozonesonde profiles. This suggests that
zonal, monthly mean climatological ozone profiles are
sufficient to simulate AMSU-B radiances.

4. Summary and Conclusions

[22] This paper describes the results of a study to check
whether the weak ozone lines present in the AMSU-B
frequency range have any impact on the measured bright-
ness temperatures. Accurate line-by-line radiative transfer
calculations were performed using climatological, re-
analysis, and radiosonde and ozonesonde profiles to check
this impact.
[23] The results indicate that AMSU-B channel 18 is the

most affected, with brightness temperature differences of up
to 0.5 K. This is a significant difference, equal to the
estimated noise equivalent temperature of this channel on
the NOAA 16 satellite [Buehler et al., 2004]. The difference
is not just an offset, but shows a dependence on the channel
brightness temperature, the differences being smaller for
colder brightness temperatures and larger for warmer bright-

ness temperatures. Therefore, bias correction schemes used
in NWP will not be able to successfully eliminate the ozone
effect by a constant. The channels 17 and 20 are also
marginally affected by the ozone lines. Including the ozone
lines in RT calculations can give better results while using
AMSU-B radiances for NWP or climate applications. It is
also demonstrated that zonal, monthly mean climatological
ozone profiles are sufficient to account for the effect of
these lines on AMSU-B radiances.
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